
utility of considering a post-treatment by ICA for signals separation.

For the period 2003–2008, we present correlation (Fig. 3) and RMS

(Fig. 4) maps computed between the ICA400 (respectively ICA500)

and Gaussian-filtered solutions with a radius of 400 km (500 km),

named in the followings G400 (G500). High correlation coefficients

are generally observed over land (greater than 0.9), increasing with

the smoothing radius, especially over areas with large hydrological

signals, i.e., Amazon, Congo and Ganges basins, boreal regions. On the

contrary, low correlation values, structured as stripes, are located over

arid and semi-arid regions (southwest of the US, Sahara, Saudi Arabia,

Gobi desert, centre of Australia), especially for GFZ and JPL solutions.

These important RMS differences between Gaussian and ICA-based

solutions reveal that the GRACE signals still contains remaining stripes

after the Gaussian filtering. This justifies that extracting the useful

continental hydrology signals requires a further processing. For this

purpose, ICA succeeds in isolating this noise in its second and third

components (as illustrated in Fig. 1).

In Fig. 4, we observe that the spatial distribution of the RMS

between ICA solutions and Gaussian solutions presents north–south

stripes with values generally lower than 30 mm, except for some

spots between±(20–30)° of latitudes on the GFZ (Fig. 4c, d) and JPL

(Fig. 4e, f) solutions. The ICA approach allows the filtering of remnant

stripes present in the Gaussian solutions, especially for GFZ and JPL

(Fig. 4c to f). These unrealistic structures (stripes and spots), which

correspond to resonances in the orbit of the satellites, are clearly

filtered out using the ICA approach (compare with Fig. 1). A more

important smoothing due to a larger radius caused a decrease of the

RMS between ICA and Gaussian solutions (Fig. 4a, c, e). The RMS can

reach 100 mm between ICA400 and G400 and only 65 mm between

ICA500 and G500 for the GFZ solutions.

4.2.2. ICA versus destriped and smoothed solutions

Similar to Figs. 3 and 4, we present correlation (Fig. 5) and RMS

(Fig. 6) maps over the period 2003–2008; between ICA400 (ICA500

respectively) and destriped and smoothed solutions with radii of

300 km (DS300) and 500 km (DS500), made available by Chambers

(2006). The correlation maps between ICA400 (respectively ICA500)

and DS300 (DS500) exhibit very similar patterns compared with

those presented in Fig. 3, except in the McKenzie Basin and Nunavut

(northern Canada) where low correlation or negative correlations for

GFZ and JPL solutions (Fig. 5c to f) are found.

The RMS differences between ICA and destriped and smoothed

solutions present low values above 30° (or below −30°) of latitude

(b30 mm of EWT), with the exceptions of Nunavut in northern

Canada and extreme values (up to 100 mm) in the tropics. This is

clearly due to the low performance of the destriping method in areas

close to Equator as previously mentioned by Swenson and Wahr

(2006) and Klees et al. (2008). These extrema are especially present in

the DS300 GFZ and JPL solutions. Some secondary maxima (up to

80 mm) are also noticed for the GFZ and the JPL solutions. These

important differences correspond to north–south stripes that still

appear in the destriped and smoothed solutions despite the filtering

process (and that can be filtered out by applying an ICA approach —

see the results for DS300 GFZ solution of March 2006 in Fig. 7). For an

averaging radius of 500 km, the RMS between ICA500 and DS500 is

lower than 20 to 30 mm, except for the Nunavut (Fig. 6b, d, f), along

the Parana stream (40 to 50 mm in the CSR solutions — Fig. 6b), and

along the Amazon and Parana streams (60 to 80 mm in the GFZ

solutions — Fig. 6d).

These low spatial correlations suggest Gaussian–ICA provides at

the least equivalent results on the continents to the smoothing–

destriping method. Besides, it is interesting that both approaches are

based on a pre-Gaussian filtering. Short wavelength differences

between the maps obtained separately using ICA and destriping

reveals the limitation of the destriping which generates artefacts in

the tropics.

4.2.3. Trend comparisons

The effects of the stripes on the trends estimated using GRACE-

based TWS is supposed to be significant. From the time series of TWS

anomaly grids derived from GRACE (using Eq. 1), the temporal trend,

seasonal and semi-annual amplitudes were simultaneously fitted by

least-square adjustment at each grid point over the period 2003–2008

(see Frappart et al., in press, for details). We present in Fig. 8 trends of

TWS for ICA400 (Fig. 8a) and ICA500 (Fig. 8b), for G400 (Fig. 8c) and

G500 (Fig. 8d), and for DS300 (Fig. 8e) and DS500 (Fig. 8f).

The trend estimates exhibit large differences in spatial patterns

and the amplitude of the signal, especially between ICA and other

processing methods. The most significant differences over land

(except Antarctica) are located at high latitudes, over Scandinavia,

and the Laurentide region, in the northeast of Canada. The ICA400 and

ICA500 solutions present negative trends of TWS (Fig. 8a, b), whereas

the G400 and G500 and the DS300 and DS500 present large positive

trends (Fig. 8c to f). These two zones are strongly affected by the post-

glacial rebound (PGR) which has a specific signature in the observed

gravity field. This effect accounts for positive trends in these regions.

According to the PGRmodels developed by Peltier (2004) and Paulson

et al. (2007), its intensity can be greater in these regions than the

trendsmeasured by GRACE. For example, in the Nelson Basin, Frappart

et al. (in press) found a trend of TWS from GRACE of (4.5±0.2)mm/yr

over 2003–2006, while model-based estimates of PGR represents

18.8 mm/yr in this region. As the space and time characteristics of

the glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) is different than the one from

Fig. 7. GRACE water storage from GFZ destriped and smoothed with a Gaussian filter of

300 km of radius for March 2006. (Top) First ICA component corresponding to land

hydrology. (Bottom) Sum of the second and third components corresponding to the

north–south stripes.
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continental hydrology, the ICA approach may have separated it from

the signals only related to the redistribution of water masses.

Unfortunately, trends computed on the 2nd and 3rd ICs, and their

sum does not exclusively correspond to GIA, but to a mixture of

geophysical remaining signals and noise. It is also worth noticing that

the gravity signature of the Sumatra event in December 2004, which is

clearly apparent on the Gaussian-filtered solutions (Fig. 8c, d), is not

visible in the 1stmode of the ICA solutions (Fig. 8a, b), but is present in

the sum of the 2nd and 3rd ICs. This confirms that the ICA is able to

isolate a pure hydrological mode in the GRACE products.

A second important difference between ICA solutions and Gauss-

ian-filtered and destriped and smoothed solutions concerns the

impact of the filtering radius on the trends estimate. An increase of

the filtering radius causes a smoothing of the solutions, and, con-

sequently, a decrease of the intensity of the trends onGaussian-filtered

and destriped and smoothed solutions (Fig. 8c to f). On the contrary,

Fig. 8. Trend maps over the period 2003–2008 of TWS using the GFZ solutions a) ICA400, b) ICA500, c) G400, d) G500, e) DS300 and f) DS500.
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the intensity of the trends increases with the radius of prefiltering on

the ICA solutions. The location of the extrema is also shifted. This

change in the location is a side-effect of the prefiltering with the

Gaussian filter. A better location of the trends is observed when a

Gaussian-filter of 400 km of radius is used instead of 500 km (see for

instance the trends pattern in the Amazon and Orinoco Basins in

Fig. 8a, b).

4.3. Basin-scale comparisons

Changes in total water volume were estimated for 27 drainage

basins whose locations are shown in Fig. 9 (the corresponding areas

are given in Table 1). ICA400 and ICA500 were used to compute

regional TWS averages versus time (Eqs. 8 and 9). These time series

were compared to the G400 and G500, and the DS300 and DS500

respectively. Examples of the Amazon, the Ob and the Mekong basins

for ICA400, G400 and DS300 (GFZ solutions) are presented in Fig. 10.

TWS exhibit very similar temporal patterns for all the types of filtering

radii and basins. The correlation coefficients between the ICA and the

Gaussian-filtered, or the ICA and the destriped and smoothed time

series of TWS are greater than 0.9 for 21 out of 27 basins. For five other

basins (Amur, Colorado, Hwang Ho, Parana, and St Lawrence), most of

the correlation coefficients are greater than 0.8 or 0.9, and the others

(generally the correlation coefficients between ICA and destriped and

smoothed GFZ solutions) greater than 0.65 or 0.7. The only exception is

the McKenzie Basin where all the correlation coefficients between ICA

and destriped and smoothed are lower than 0.75 (r(ICA400,DS300) JPL=

0.45 and r(ICA500,DS500) JPL=0.51). For the GFZ solutions, some

unrealistic peaks are present in the destriped and smoothed TWS

time series for some periods (Fig. 10a, b, c). These peaks only appear on

the Gaussian-filtered solutions for the smallest basins, such as the one

of the Mekong river (Fig. 10c), but are not present in the ICA-filtered

solutions. RMS difference between ICA-filtered solutions and the other

type of solutions are generally lower than 30 mm of equivalent water

height and logically decrease with the radius of filtering. Differences

with the ICA solutions are generally larger for the GFZ-based destriped

solutions, especially in tropical regions where the performances of the

destriping are not the best and the hydrological signal the largest

(Fig. 11).

We present an analysis of possible sources of error on the

computation of regional averages versus time using the 300, 400,

500-km pre-filtered ICA solutions. This task is made on the longest

available period of time for each centre (CSR, JPL, and GFZ), and for the

27 drainage basins (Table 1).

The formal error decreases with the number of points (see Eqs. 10

and 11), the surface of the considered region, and the value of error σk

at each grid point. In the case of the Amazon Basin (~6 million of km²),

the formal error is only of 4.5 mm when σk=100 mm of equivalent

water height. For the Dniepr river basin that represents the smallest

surface of our chosen basins (~0.52 million of km²), the formal error

Fig. 9. Location of the 27 drainage basins chosen in this study. See Table 1 for the correspondence between basins and numbers.

Table 1

The 29 drainage basins considered in this study sorted by decreasing area.

Number River basin Area (106 km²)

1 Amazon 6.20

2 Amur 1.88

3 Brahmaputra 0.65

4 Colorado 0.63

5 Congo 3.81

6 Danube 0.81

7 Dniepr 0.52

8 Euphrates 0.81

9 Ganges 0.97

10 Hwang Ho 0.74

11 Lena 2.45

12 McKenzie 1.73

13 Mekong 0.77

14 Mississippi 3.32

15 Niger 2.18

16 Nile 3.16

17 Ob 2.84

18 Okavango 0.83

19 Orinoco 0.87

20 Parana 2.98

21 St Lawrence 1.12

22 Tocantins 0.86

23 Volga 1.42

24 Yangtze 1.78

25 Yenisey 2.56

26 Yukon 0.82

27 Zambezi 1.39
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Fig. 10. Time series of TWS (mm) derived from ICA400 (black), G400 (blue), DS300 (red) for GFZ solutions over the Amazon (a), Ob (b) and Mekong (c) basins.
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reaches 12.3 mm. For the series of basins, the maximum values of

formal errors on the regional average are in the range of 10–15 km3 of

water volume per hundred of mm of error on the gridded points.

To estimate the frequency cut-off error or “omission error”, we

made statistics of the numerical tests which were performed to see

whatmaximumerror can be reached using Eq. (12).We computed this

residual quantity for 300, 400 and 500 km-filtered ICA solutions and

for each hydrological basin for N1=60 and N2=300. The maximum

error is always less than 1 km3, as shown previously (Ramillien et al.,

2006a), and it decreases with the filtering wavelength of the pre-

processing. In otherwords, this error simply increaseswith the level of

noise in the data. For the 300 kmand400 kmpre-filtered solutions, the

maximumvalues are found for the Amur River: 0.3 km3 (CSR), 0.1 km3

(JPL), and 0.8 km3 (GFZ), and 0.04 km3 (CSR), 0.09 km3 (JPL), 0.08 km3

(GFZ) respectively. While using the 500-km-filtered solutions, the

error of truncation is less than 0.005 km3.

The leakage error on the ICA solutions was computed per drainage

basin (see Section 3.5). The results are presented in Fig. 12 for the

different centres and radii of Gaussian prefiltering of 300, 400 and

500 km. We observed that the leakage decreases with the radius of

filtering and is generally lower in the JPL solutions, which presents

lowest peak-to-peak amplitudes. This leakage error is logically greater

in areas where several basins with large hydrological signal are close,

i.e., South America with the Amazon, the Parana, the Orinoco and the

Tocantins, or tropical Asia with the Ganges, the Brahmaputra and the

Mekong rivers. The leakage error is also greater for basins with small

hydrological signals close to a predominant basin having important

hydrological variations, i.e., the Okavango and the Zambezi with the

Congo.

4.4. Basin-scale validation

GRACE observations were used to estimate variations in TWS over

the Murray–Darling Basin (see Fig. 13 for the location of the basin) at

an interannual scale from January 2003 to December 2008. The annual

variations in TWS from GRACE for different types of solutions were

compared to the annual TWS computed as the sum of in situ

observations (SW+GW) and NOAH outputs (SM). In the Murray–

Darling River basin, GLDAS–NOAH simulations of SM range from 5 to

29% (in volumetric water content) across the basin for the study

Fig. 11. RMS between ICA400 and G400 for CSR (dark blue), GFZ (red), and JPL (dark green) solutions and between ICA400 and DS300 for CSR (light blue), GFZ (orange), and JPL

(green) solutions per basin (sorted by decreasing area of drainage basin) over the period October 2002–July 2009.
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period, and are within typical values for monthly means at 1°

resolution (Lawrence & Hornberger, 2007). Besides, Leblanc et al.

(2009) show that, between 2003 and 2007, the linear rate of water

changes for the GRACE TWS time series is similar to that observed for

the annual total water storage from in situ observations andmodeling.

The combined annual anomalies of surface water, groundwater and

soil moisture are highly correlated with the annual GRACE TWS

(R=0.94 and mean absolute difference=13 km3 for the 2003–2007

period). These latter interannual field-based data are considered as

the reference in the following analysis. The results are presented on

Fig. 14 for the GFZ solutions. The ICA solutions generally present a

temporal pattern closer to the so-called reference (i.e., the sum of in

situ data for SW and GW and model outputs for SM). This temporal

pattern and the associated dynamics do not change with the radius of

filtering, which is not the case with the Gaussian-filtered, and the

destriped and smoothed solutions. None of the solutions are able to

retrieve the minimum observed in 2007 in the reference dataset. It is

important to notice that the largest part of the interannual variations

of TWS comes from the GW reservoir. For this hydrological

component, the water storage is derived from in situ measurements

through Eq. (1), and is highly dependent on the specific yield

coefficient; where averages of local measurements are used to

determine ranges of regional-scale estimates. For the Murray–Darling

Basin, composed of several aquifers, this leads to a broad range of

spatial variability for the GW estimates. This variability is around or

greater than 20 km3 for 2002, 2007 and 2008 and around 10 km3 for

2003, 5 km3 in 2004 and 2006, 2.5 km3 in 2005. We present yearly

deviations to the reference for the different considered solutions

(Fig. 15) over 2003–2006, where the range of variability of the GW is

lower. Generally, the absolute deviation of ICA-derived TWS to the

reference is lower than 5 km3, especially for solutions filtered at

400 km. At 500 km, the smoothing due to the pre-processing using a

Gaussian filter is more important and explains the slight increase of

the absolute deviation as the spatial resolution is degraded. The

Fig. 13. Map of the Murray–Darling drainage basin in Australia. Cumulative rainfall deficit across the Murray–Darling Basin for the 2001–2006 period and location of the shallow

groundwater monitoring bores.
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destriping method and the Gaussian filtering also exhibit good

performances, even if important deviations are sometimes observed

(particularly with the Gaussian filter for a radius of 400 km).

5. Conclusion

The ICA-based approach is a very efficient method for successfully

separating TWS from noise in the GRACE Level-2 data. We

demonstrated that this method is more robust than the classical

filtering methods, such as the Gaussian filtering or the destriping.

Comparisons at a global scale showed that the ICA-based solutions

present less north–south stripes than Gaussian and destriped

solutions on the land, and more realistic hydrological structures

than the destriped solutions in the tropics. Trend maps over 2003–

2008 have also been computed. The corresponding trend maps

present more realistic trend patterns than those obtained with other

types of solutions (see for example over the Amazon and Orinoco

Basins with the 400 km radius of prefiltering). ICA filtering seems to

allow the separation of the GIA from the TWS as negative trends were

found over the Laurentides and Scandinavia. Unfortunately, this

important geophysical parameter does not appear clearly in an ICA

mode yet. The major drawback of this approach is that it cannot

directly be applied to the GRACE Level-2 raw data, as a first step of

prefiltering is required. In this study, we applied a Gaussian filtering

which deteriorates the location of the important water mass patterns.

This aspect of the pre-treatment to be improved and highlights the

necessity to replace the Gaussian filter used for pre-processing the

GRACE Level-2 raw data by one more suited to improve the quality of

the GRACE-derived TWS and thus obtain trustworthy estimate of the

trends.

At the basin-scale, the ICA-based solutions allowed us to filter out

the unrealistic peaks present in the time series of TWS obtained using

classical filtering for basins with areas lower than 1 million km².

Among the ICA-based solutions, the JPL solutions are less affected by

leakage compared with other solutions. JPL solutions also exhibit the

lowest peak-to-peak amplitudes. The error balance of the GRACE-

derived TWS is dominated by the effect of the leakage.

Validation with in situ measurements was performed in the

Murray–Darling Basin where broad networks of in situmeasurements

of SW and GW are available. The ICA-based solutions are in better

agreement with in situ data compared with the other types of

solutions, especially where prefiltering at a 400 km of radius. The

maximumdeviations are lower by a factor two or three comparedwith

the other filtering methods.
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